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What is Item Response Theory?

• As noted before, IRT is an extension of Classical Test Theory
(CTT) and the “true score model” of survey response

• Where the CTT approach is concerned most with placing
individuals along a latent continuum, IRT is also concerned
about items

• In particular, IRT is a family of models that account for the
interaction between people (rows) and items (columns)

• Survey responses are modeled fairly simply as a function of
person (θ) and item (α, β, etc.) parameters

• As with all techniques, this methodology is not restricted by
data type (i.e., survey data)

I Both unidimensional and multidimensional IRT can be
conceptualized as variants of the more common confirmatory
factor model, with constraints on the latent variable and
transformations of model estimates

I Thus, IRT models do, in a sense, enjoy widespread use across
disciplines
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Parametric IRT

• Item Response Theory is, more or less, a parametric
alternative to Mokken scaling

• Not all IRT models have the same useful properties as the
Double Monotonicity model

I That is, though all parametric IRT models estimate difficulty,
most models do not allow for an interpretation of item
ordering along the latent continuum

I Rather, most IRT applications are concerned with fitting a
model to data, rather than fitting data to a model

• The exception is the Rasch model, the first IRT model if
assumptions are met

• Sometimes referred to as the one-parameter model because,
like Mokken scaling, it assumes the items are equally
discriminating and vary only in difficulty
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Parametric IRT, cont’d

• Other IRT models (e.g., two-parameter model, GRM, RSM)
do not allow for this, but focus more on precise fit of model to
data

I In this case, the goal is to recover the most accurate possible
metric information about person “abilities” (i.e., placement
along the latent continuum)

I Not much focus on item properties or relationship between
items and people except when diagnosing model fit

• If you have a basic understanding of the Mokken cumulative
model, IRT is easy!

• Popular commerical statistical software like Stata and SAS
can now estimate most IRT models, and the ltm and mirt

packages are probably the most comprehensive for R users
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The Rasch Model

• Makes Double Monotonicity-like assumptions with “parallel”
IRFs, except that take a logistic functional form, specifically

• If the items conform to the DM model, then the data should
also fit the Rash model well

I Only model-data incongruence will likely come from strictness
of the logistic IRFs

I Moreover, the rank-order correlation (which basically just
assumes a monotonic relationship between variables) between
person scores will be 1

• Parallel IRFs is a more stringent assumption than the DM
model takes, most importantly because it assumes a particular
shape of the function

• Might want to ask the following questions:
I Does it seem like a reasonable assumption that IRFs take a

specific parametric form?
I Are we really going to use metric information about item

difficulty, or do we really only care about order?
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The Rasch Model, cont’d

• Rasch model:

Pr(yij = 1|θi ) =
exp(θi − βj)

1 + exp(θi − βj)
θi ∼ N(0, σ2)

I θi = “ability” estimate for individual i
I βj = “difficulty” estimate for item j
I yij = person i ’s response to item j

• There is only one discrimination parameter, which controls the
slope of the IRF, for all items

• In the Rasch parameterization, the single discrimination
parameter is set to 1 (drops out of the model equation above)
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The Rasch Model, cont’d

β1 = 0, α = 1
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One-Parameter Logistic Model

• One-parameter logistic (1PL) model:

Pr(yij = 1|θi ) =
exp{α(θi − βj)}

1 + exp{α(θi − βj)}
θi ∼ N(0, 1)

I θi = “ability” estimate for individual i
I βj = “difficulty” estimate for item j
I yij = person i ’s response to item j
I α = discrimination parameter shared by all items

• The major difference between the Rasch model and the 1PL
model is that the latter estimates the discrimination
parameter rather than constraining it to 1

• This oftentimes results in better model fit, though the models
are functionally equivalent because θi − βj is being scaled by a
constant
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One-Parameter Logistic Model, cont’d

β1 = 0, α = 2
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Two-Parameter Logistic Model

• Two-parameter logistic (2PL) model:

Pr(yij = 1|θi ) =
exp{αj(θi − βj)}

1 + exp{αj(θi − βj)}
θi ∼ N(0, 1)

I θi = “ability” estimate for individual i
I βj = “difficulty” estimate for item j
I yij = person i ’s response to item j
I αj = discrimination parameter for item j

• Only difference here is addition of the j (item) subscript to
the α (discrimination) parameter

• In other words, the slope of each IRF is allowed to vary by
item – some items are more discriminatory (i.e., “tap” the
latent trait) better than others

I Discrimination parameters are equivalent to factor loadings in
categorical or nonlinear factor models – the bigger the better
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Two-Parameter Logistic Model, cont’d

β1 = −3, α = 2
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Three-Parameter Logistic Model

• Three-parameter logistic (3PL) model:

Pr(yij = 1|θi ) = τj + (1− τj)
exp{αj(θi − βj)}

1 + exp{αj(θi − βj)}
θi ∼ N(0, 1)

I θi = “ability” estimate for individual i
I βj = “difficulty” estimate for item j
I yij = person i ’s response to item j
I αj = discrimination parameter for item j
I τj = pseudo-guessing parameter for item j

• The pseudo-guessing parameter τj controls the lower
asymptote of the logistic IRF

• Usually, these are constrained to be equal across items,
though separate τj ’s CAN be estimated for each item (lots of
identification problems though)

• Some have explored a 4PL model with a parameter for the
upper asymptote, but not much research on this yet
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Three-Parameter Logistic Model, cont’d

β1 = 0, α = 2, τ = 0.25
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Working Backwards from 3PL Model

Pr(yij = 1|θi ) = τj + (1− τj)
exp{αj(θi − βj)}

1 + exp{αj(θi − βj)}
θi ∼ N(0, 1)

• If we set τj = 0, we move from the 3PL to the 2 PL

• If we further drop the j subscript from α, we move from 2PL
to 1PL

• Finally, if we set α = 1, we move from 1PL parameterization
to the Rasch model

• These items are nested – they add parameters (complexity)
when it is necessary to more accurately model observed data

• Again, parsimony should always be the goal!

I Outside of actual test modeling, I find few instance where the
3PL is necessary
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Models for Ordinal Data

• In a sense, ordinal models might just require adding an
additional subscript for threshold/cutpoint k of item j :

Pr(yij ≤ k|αj ,Bj , θi ) =
exp{αj(θi − βjk)}

1 + exp{αj(θi − βjk)}
θi ∼ N(0, 1)

• Bj = (βj1, . . . , βjK ) represent the difficulties that distinguish
the ordered categories of item j

• The model above is usually referred to as the “Graded
Response Model”

• This is the 2PL generalization to ordinal data where k − 1
item thresholds are estimated
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Graded Response Model

β1 = −2, β2 = 0, β3 = 2, α = 2,
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Polytomous Rasch Model

• As with Mokken scaling, the one-parameter Rasch model can
be generalized for polytomous (ordinal) data

• Called the “Partial Credit Model”

I Item category characteristic curves vary along latent
dimension, but items do not vary in discrimination

• As MSA is the nonparametric version of the Rasch model for
binary data, MSA is the nonparametric version of the Partial
Credit Model for polytomous data

• As with the Rasch model, the single discrimination parameter
is set to 1
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Models for Nominal Data

• Basically use the multinomial logistic regression model

• Difficulty parameters measure the propensity to choose a
given item category rather than the reference category

• “Nominal response model”:

Pr(yij = k|θi ) =
exp{αjk(θi − βjk)}∑K

h=1 1 + exp{αjh(θi − βjh)}
θi ∼ N(0, 1)

• This model is not identified

I Oftentimes,
∑
αjk =

∑
βjk = 0 to identify the model

I Or, αj1 = βj1 = 0

• This model is used much less than those for ordered or
dichotomous data, in practice
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Estimation

• Won’t deal too much with problems of estimation here,
because it require knowledge of MLE (not a course
prerequisite) and doesn’t matter much for substantive
application

• For the most part, these models are estimated via some form
of maximum likelihood (usually joint MLE or conditional
MLE)

• Bayesian estimation is also quite simple to implement and has
expanded possibilities rather rapidly (e.g., IRT mixture
models, longitudinal IRT models)

• An important note: the models as explicated above are
identified (i.e., more parameters than unique data)

I For the most part, this problem is solved by constraining the
latent ability θ to mean 0 and unit variance (variance of 1)

I Some additionally constrain particular particular row objects
I For instance, when used to estimate legislator ideology, some

practitioners fix the (presumed) most extreme Democratic and
Republican legislators at opposite ends of the spectrum 19/30



Assumptions

• Unidimensionality

I A single source of variance should account for item responses
I If the item responses are not unidimensional, the model

parameters are probably wrong

• Local independence

I Given a person parameter, item responses become independent
I Difficult to check, oftentimes omitted in practice

• Parallel IRFs (only Rasch model, and polytomous
generalizations)

I A good fitting model only requires estimation of difficulty
parameters

I This implies that IRFs are parallel (since discrimination is also
constant)

I This is what allows us to order items and individuals along the
latent continuum
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Assessing Fit: Basics

• Expect discrimination parameters to be statistically significant

• Generally speaking, discrimination parameters should be
greater than 0.50 and upwards of 2-2.5

I Any less and the slope/loading isn’t significant enough to help
place individuals along the latent continuum in a meaningful
way

I Analogous to small factor loadings

• Obviously, model should converge and no parameters should
look...weird
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Assessing Fit: Comparing Models

• Easiest method for assessing which IRT model is best is a
nested model χ2 tests, just like with nested regression models

• Since the models are nested, we can compare Rasch to 1PL,
1PL to 2PL, and 2PL to 3PL

• A statistically significant χ2 test statistic suggests that the
more complex model is the better one (i.e., accounting for
more variance)

• Caveats:

I This is only useful if you’re interested in prediction, best fitting
the data to a model

I Does not tell us whether a particular model fits well, just
whether it is better than another model
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Assessing Fit: Item Fit 1

• χ2 test of difference between observed and expected scores
(sort of like with a cross-tab)

• Break latent continuum (ability) into several intervals
(groups) and compute the following:

χ2
i =

u∑
j=1

Nv
(Oiv − Eiv )2

Eiv (1− Eiv )

I i = item, v = interval (group) on the latent continuum
I Oiv and Eiv = observed snd expected proportion correct

responses for item i in group v
I Nv = number of people (rows) in group v

• Want a “large” p-value, or null result
I This signifies that there is no different between observed and

expected (i.e., the model is doing a good job)

• df -corrected version reported in most software is called
“S − χ2”
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Assessing Fit: Item Fit 2

• Other fit statistics include the G 2 statistic (likelihood ratio
test), the M2 statistic, and item RMSE (root mean squared
error of approximation)

• All procedures are designed to assess to what extent an
individual item is contributing to observed model error (to the
extent that there is any)

• The “mirt” package also includes options for graphically
assessing model fit

I Idea is to plot model-based predictions against IRFs

• As with much of data analyses, assessing fit (or fitting in the
first place) is as much art as science

• Different fit statistics can suggest different levels of (mis)fit

I Items should be dropped in a piecemeal, iterative fashion – one
at a time

I Then re-estimate model and check fit indices again
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Assessing Fit: Person Fit

• Less common than item fit statistics

• Can check for item response patterns that are unlikely to be
observed given the model

• If there is a misfit between observed responses and
model-implied responses, the assumption is that the person is
interacting with a test/items in a different way than the
model implies

I Example: a student randomly guesses on exam questions to
get to the end of the test as quickly as possibly

• Drasgow et al. (1985) developed a method to calculate the
likelihood of a response pattern given the model, which is
then standardized, called “Zh”

• Because it is standardized (mean 0, sd 1), though the
distribution is non-normal (usually positively skewed), values
of ±2 are considered problemmatic
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Assessing Fit: Item and Test Information

• Sometimes we might want to know where along the latent
continuum our model is performing well or not so well

• This is called “test information”

• Where observed and expected scores are in close proximity,
test information is “high”

• Can also calculate this quantity for single items

I If an individual item isn’t adding much information, and
certainly if it also fits poorly, it may be worth dropping
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Assessing Fit: Item and Test Information

This item does a good job of telling us about people in the center
of the scale 27/30



Assessing Fit: Item and Test Information

This item tells us more about people low on θ
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Extensions and Related Models

• Multidimensional IRT
I What if a set of items reveals multidimensional structure,

making the unidimensional model inappropriate?
I The mirt R package is excellent for this

• Differential Item Functioning (measurement invariance)
I What if item parameters – discrimination (loadings), difficulty

(thresholds) – are different for particular groups of
respondents?

I In the language of IRT, some individuals latent ability is
related to observed response in systematically different
ways...this violates an implicit assumption of the model

I In the language of factor analysis, loadings/cutpoints/error
variance is not invariant

• IRT mixture models
I Can tackle DIF in the opposite direction, assuming that latent

classes of individuals will have different item parameters
I Fuses mixture modeling (continuous), or latent class analysis

(discrete), with IRT models
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Concluding Thoughts

• Item response theory – parametric or nonparametric – is a
powerful way to model data and make substantive inferences
about important questions

• Useful features include:
I Unidimensionality
I Relatively simple models
I Model-theory congruence (theory of how people answer

questions is built into model)
I Produce insights about row and column objects

• Next, we’re going to consider a variant of IRT where IRFs are
not assumed to be logistic, cumulative normal, or generally
monotonic

• Rather, some items might have single-peaked IRFs where the
relationship between person and item is quadratic or
exponential

• These are called unfolding models
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